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A SAGA OF MANKIND... Some years ago a few young

men and women were writing poetry in English in Pakistan;

but they seem to have faded out. Their place has been

taken by those who have been educated in England and

are living there as British nationals. They are mostly writing

English fiction and some of them have received prestigious

awards and have become best�selling authors.

Hadi Rizvi, a retired pilot of the Pakistan Air Force (PAF)

and PIA has written English poetry with considerable depth

and vision. He has recently completed a long poem entitled

�Space� spread over sixty pages. The poem has been

composed in a rhythmic pattern in the style of a Masnavi.

His poem has been inspired by the writings of Tao, a

Chinese, Rumi, a Persian, and Rajneesh, an Indian.

These icons believed that all faiths may have different

names but their mission is the same; to reform humanity.

�The faiths may differ in name, but their mission is the

same.� The arrogance of believers and their self

righteousness has created an unfathomable gulf not only



among different religions, but also between different sects

of the same religion. This schism has naturally led to an

obscurantist and sharply radical approach in matters of

belief which is the main cause of the present wave of

terrorism and senseless killings in many Muslim countries.

Quran says in clear terms:

�O Mohammad (S.A.W), say we believe in Allah and that

which is revealed unto us and that which was revealed

unto Ibrahim (Abraham), Ismail (Ishmael), Yaqoob (Jacob)

and Ishaq (Isaac) and the tribes, and that which has been

bestowed to Moosa (Moses) and Isa (Jesus) and the Prophets

from our Lord. We make no distinction between any of

them, and unto Him we have surrendered.�

This poem has food for thought for young and old alike

who are using terrorism as a means to destroy human life

rather than establishing peace, harmony and goodwill

among nations.

Burhanuddin Hasan



God, just by dint had willed

And lo! There was the Universe

Therein with tender love instilled

The spirit of the verse

Synchronized to perfection

Are the galaxies entire

A shift by just a fraction

Will have consequences dire

The sun, the moon, the seasons all

The heart that ticks inside

The ocean tides that rise and fall

To a rhythm they abide



Rhythm is the food for soul

Where all emotions meet

Where senses mingle as a whole

To sound a single beat

So when I say in rhythm

Words that stir a thought

Joyous; witty; wise or grim

It�s a poetry I have got
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�Nothing is without, nothing is within. For what is without

is within. Till now you�ve been the slave of within. Learn

to be its master�. This is an extract from the book �Diary

of an Unknown�, by the French author Jean Cocteau. This

book was also more like the proverbial �last straw� that

lead to this work.

Only the reader may comment on the merits or otherwise,

of this versified composition; which I hope will not be too

unkind. It is my way of introspection, and if in some way

it triggers a favourable response, I will be encouraged.

Much of this is steeped in the frustration and hope of what

the world was, is, continues to be, and what it may yet be.

�Space� opens with three different historical figures that

alludes to much of that which follows. Lao-Tzu, or �Tao�

for his work in China around 300 B.C.; Rumi, a Muslim

mystic poet from the 12th Century A.D.; and Rajneesh,



poet from the 12th Century A.D.; and Rajneesh, alias

Oshu, a Hindu Saint from the 20th Century. The identical

philosophy of all three, while removed in history,

geography, culture, tradition, religion and language

is amazing, enlightening and therefore, inspiring.

What follows is a short intro on why my work is the way

it is.

xii



Dedicated to

every human being who believes in

�Live and let Live�



Forget the drift my verses take

Their worth lies in what you make

The disconnect that you may find

Is the disconnect of my mind.

So much just continues to ooze

That sequence I may often lose

Just bear with me these thoughts apart

That see the light in stop and start

For everything that I here write

Is in the order they alight

Penned in earnestness for all

More like �the writing on the wall�

In hope that man, may yet see

Adam at the root of the human tree

So with an open mind read on

God is just to both king and pawn
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SPACE





The potter�s handiwork, said Tao

His muddy hands and sweaty brow

Those intricate designs in clay

Toils of many a night and day

Classic, delicate earthenware

A dream of every connoisseur

Would be a useless work of skill

Were there no empty space to fill.

And Rumi, the mystic Sufi bard

Opined, it would be very hard

To understand a cult or creed

Alien to a person�s breed
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As trite traditions of the blind

Clog the recesses of the mind.

Thus Oshu, a sage of some esteem

Dwelt upon a similar theme

This 20th century Indian saint

Talked of mortar, bricks and paint

Of tenements that man erects

Endeavours of the architects

Would be of little use per se

But for rooms inside to stay.

Space is what we need to give

To live and and to others let live
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Thus many more profoundly wise

In different ways and words, advise

That faiths may all differ in name

The mission and sum of all is same

Just like the notes of a symphony

The spirit of each is harmony.

But drilled in various schools of thought

We shun another�s faith to naught

With ours alone the righteous word

All else outlandish and absurd

Races, colours, castes and creeds

Persist in acts of sowing seeds



Of constant, savage, bloody wars

A stance that sanity abhors

This arrogance that, �I am right�

Has only helped to disunite

Man from man, race from race

To sink to the abyss of disgrace.

Basking in twisted tales of yore

We live on legends from folklore

Boxed-in by such false taboos

Our march to doom just continues.

It seems that even God Divine

Created on Earth a Frankenstein
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Though once before in sheer disgust

He drowned the world in one cloud burst

To start again with Noah and crew

But the Satan in man is back anew.

So would it not be wise to think

A flood again is on the brink

Unless we learn to love and care

All with whom this Earth we share.

Religion but is a trifling side

Of the many aspects that divide

Humankind one from another

Where every Cain must slay his brother
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Especially who for a crime is seized

While himself guilty of misdeed

A peculiar way to castigate

One�s own sins in surrogate.

The causes with time have multiplied

Now egos clash on senseless pride

So many factors have added on

Each one deemed a �sine qua non�

Traditions, cultures, ethnicity

Customs, habits, or heredity

Status, wealth or a lucky break

Some times just for its own sake
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A different bent, a different thought

Is reason enough to start a rot.

There�s often a hero to worship

Who holds hearts and minds in grip

But impassioned love to faults is blind

And hatred can no virtue find

They stop another thought to gain

Access to the human brain

Whence one thinks one knows it all

The major cause of our downfall.

On love and hate lets dwell a bit

A classic case of the opposite
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Innate emotions designed in nature

Inbred by God in every creature.

When love finds entry to the heart

Rational thoughts in haste depart

Identical is the sorry fate

Of reason when we harbour hate.

These emotions in the extreme

Sole reserve of the One Supreme

When linked with another entity

Are deadly sins of duality.

Yet there exists a Divine Decree

To love and hate to some degree
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Scriptured in all the Testaments

Listed therein as Commandments.

Man, therefore must know the line

That separates the worldly from divine

It�s here that he must use his mind

It�s how that he will Heaven find

For just as God one cannot see

The mind of man, as great it be

With all its wonders, all its might

Is so enshrined, one cannot sight.

Yet everything that one can find

From the wheel till now designed
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In every field of every kind

Is the product of the mind.

This latency is free to choose

The sinful don�ts or virtuous dos

To follow either God�s decree

Or the Satan�s devilry.

If evil thoughts we do not shun

The work of God will be undone

And wrath Divine in full furore

Will be our lot forever more

With banishment to Hell as meed

For all who live in hate or greed.
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So beware the bigot�s tongue

That beguiles both old and young

With every trick that he can play

To lead his naive flock astray

None dare question his tirade

Lest be branded a renegade.

A precious few who sense the ruse

Become the focus of abuse

As blasphemers are criticized

And from the faction ostracized.

So conned by a phoney holy stance

The multitude in a state of trance
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Refuse to see that he conceals

Every good that God reveals.

For God is loving and benign

Venerable are his laws Divine

Designer of all that man perceives

And things no mortal mind conceives

He is The One, The Only Cause

The Fashioner of the whole Cosmos

Omniscient and Omnipresent

Everlasting and Omnipotent

Brahma, God, Allah, Yahweh

Call Him by any name you may
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He willed the Universe to be

From Natural Laws of Energy.

Once everything was set in place

With all His Love, all His Grace

He then arranged a grand event

To crown a worthy Vicegerent

Assembled hosts and angels all

Bid them in prostration fall

To honour what He proclaimed

His best, who was Adam named.

But Satan and his band rebelled

And promptly from His Grace were felled.
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Now axed from his high profile

He vowed for ever to beguile

Blaming Adam in the main

As the object of his bane

He schemed in every single way

To lead this form of clay astray

And the very first of his guise

Ousted man from Paradise.

A plea for mercy did achieve

Only a qualified reprieve

Man now had to earn his worth

Through his deeds in life on Earth.
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Thus Eve and Adam in lament

Did to the Will of God relent

The two of them as man and wife

Began on Earth the human life.

But Satan and his ilk would not

Forgive the fall that man had brought

Condemned and branded a rebel

He would forever burn in hell

So how could he at any cost

Forget the love of God he lost.

Estranged, in madness was his act

More like lovers ditched, react
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Spurred by envy, full of hate

He sought for man a ditto fate

Then analyzed how best to win

How virtue could be downed by sin.

Aware, the Spirit that God had blown

Was why in status man had grown

That Spirit in man he had to woo

T�is what he tasked himself to do

The human thought he must disrupt

The mind of man he must corrupt

This faculty he must seduce

The rank of man he must reduce
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T�was the brain he must misguide

For therein did that Spirit reside

He targeted to seize control

Of human mind, and hence his soul

And man who was the pride of God

Has dumbly ceded to this fraud

In consequence of which we see

The sorry state of humanity.

That spirit of God in man was such

Its tender chord somewhere must touch

It is that chord the Devil mutes

To clone some Adamites to brutes
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Who served by sycophants galore

Oppress the many millions more.

If Adam sired the human race

How come this constant angst we face

Shouldn�t it be one tribe, one clan

Where all are brothers, man to man

Then why the multitude bewails

And why such anarchy prevails

Why many slave to masters few

Why every day is hell anew

Why despots at their whim and will

Torture, plunder, loot and kill
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Why tyrants with impunity

With unbridled profanity

Trample body, soul and mind

With sordid, wicked acts unkind

Why strong pasture on the weak

Extort and pilfer from the meek

Why virtue seems so impotent

Yet Heavens aloof and indolent

Will alter not the status quo

As human race does suffer so

These questions continue to plague

With answers which at best are vague
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All because the Satan�s plan

Has hijacked the mind of man.

Even the beasts have a code

Which is rigidly followed

No matter how savage they may be

The largest, or the most lowly

The jackal, tiger or the bear

Kill when hungry or in fear

Yet its prey will hardly be

One that is its own specie.

But man without a second thought

Wipes out its kind by the lot
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A path he will only tread

When not famished, nor in dread.

With sober thought we must discern

The Will of God we need to learn

For if we understand His Grace

Most everything will fall in place.

But at peril we ignore

Vengeance that the Satan swore

Both God and Satan have fixed ways

The man alas! Is prone to sways.

God is kind to man for sure

While Satan hates him from the core
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The Godsent Laws have virtuous trends

There�s goodness both in means and ends

To Satan, no means are foul or fair

No artifice that he will spare

His one and only end in mind

Is how to hell be men consigned

And thus the serpentine Old Nick

Has scored with every wily trick.

The Scriptural Codes that God revealed

Are lasting words forever sealed

The text with age must alter not

Exegesis vary, but not the plot
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   Their context is often time confined

Progress ushers more shades to find

Learning brings in more insight

And newer aspects come to light

The word of God dims not with time

Forever virtuous, and sublime

But knowledge and wisdom help arrive

At meanings we once could not derive

And history with its lessons galore

Betters the earthly life�s tenure

Whence Afterlife will reap the sum

A grand abode in Kingdom come.
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But folly it is to hold steadfast

To rites and rituals apt of the past

And so unwise this urge we crave

To go back in time and dwell in a cave.

In Ayn Rand�s �The Fountainhead�

It is in truth so aptly said

About oppressors of two kinds

One of bodies, one of minds

Both in pledge with Jezebel

Strive to lead mankind to Hell.

One wonders where did things go wrong

Why Satan�s lure to vice is strong
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Why man succumbs to evil ways

Why from righteous path he strays

Did God neglect a few details

That Satan with his wit assails

Is there no code with life to go

Directives that we may follow

We need to analyze a bit

The Essence of the Holy Spirit

Which God had lovingly inlaid

When man in His Image He raised

And then with utter pride declared

Superior over all He made
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But equals amongst themselves to be

To live as one fraternity

No man over man to power wield

Nor man to man in serfdom yield

And in this spirit when man has moved

So much has human life improved

Strides in every field that�s made

Deserves Supernal accolade.

In leaps and bounds he has progressed

Yet often from His Laws digressed

And God, whose Being is unseen

Does hardly ever intervene.
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So where can we His Essence find

Except in what�s His Best in kind

The very man who flouts His Laws

Aptly mirrors that Great Cause

For in the Spirit of God there lies

Option of freedom for the wise

To with cognizance abide

Or in neglect set aside

The noble traits that virtue seeds

Path, which back to Heaven leads.

The Pinocchio�s cricket in us all

Is there to heed, or there to stall.
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All provisions He had made

Morals and ethics He had laid

But we these Godsent laws degrade

It�s where the thoughtless man has strayed

Seers and Scriptures He sent to guide

Then left us with the will to decide

Free to either accept or decline

Evil of Satan, or Guidance Divine.

So why we fail to comprehend

Clearly what the signs portend

Ignoring what the sages foretell

We trek a hapless course to Hell.
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There is One God, and so one creed

Schisms of sorts, is gross misdeed

The various faiths that here exist

Rigidly in their ways persist

Each in mind extremely sure

Their own belief is righteous and pure

Certain that tenets others profess

Are creeds God will never bless

A certitude that is mostly worth

The mere accident of a birth.

Edicts no matter who may cite

To know if they are wrong or right
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Weigh them on the logic scales

And if the test of reason fails

You are either wanting in detail

Or on the devil�s chartered trail

Its how the accursed Satan strives

Its what the sinful ego drives

None can claim an act or thought

A consequence of what was taught

�Cause none will later intercede

For another�s lapse or misdeed

Better them who by actions teach

Than those who edify through speech.
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Let us revert to men again

For they alone all clues contain

God and Satan are causes of

Effects we see in men thereof

The heavenly Code is clearly writ

As acts forbidden, and acts legit

Serious transgressions we need not cite

As each is chartered a Human Right

And legislations that states enact

Somewhat deter the devil�s impact

A hint that all may turn out well

That we on earth in peace may dwell
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However faint, it gives some hope

That man may yet with Satan cope

But there exist a host of sins

That gnaws and splits kins from kins

Transgressions that one commits

Or kindly acts that one omits

The thoughtless daily wrongs we do

Beyond the man-made laws purview

That clearly flout Edicts Divine

The cause of much moral decline.

Gripes that may swell within

Patience that we wear so thin
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Relationships we did not weld

Encouragement that we withheld

An ethical wrong, a social slight

Passions that revenge invite

A helping hand we didn�t provide

A word or look that caused divide

A little spite that envy stirs

Jealousy that ego spurs

A mendicant we shooed away

Some lapse that catalyzed affray

A promise that was honoured not

A binding that we just forgot
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A truth that was underplayed

A molehill to a mountain made

The blames we are quick to cast

When others for our failings blast

And many seemly little things

That Satan and his underlings

Pursuing their primordial plan

Feed the greedy bent in man

In consequence values erode

And societies just self-implode.

A sure societal decadence sign

Is when in absence we malign
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When for our lapse we often claim

Someone else to pin the blame

This is the greatest sin of all

It is why mighty nations fall

�Cause for each our vice or sin

The Satan smugly sits within.

There�s another side to the coin

That to evil ways enjoin

Charmed by the devil�s song

Merrily they hum along

As mystiques of bodies if you may

They hold the masses under sway
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These sophistic Iscariots

Xenophobic patriots

Covetous to reign and rule

A variant of the devil�s school

Either through a tinkered poll

Or garbed in a patron�s role

With money as their power base

They buy and sell the Satan�s case.

Thus the two unholy groups

Allied as the demon�s troops

Control the body and the mind

To hold a grip on humankind.
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Together these as devil�s mate

Thrive on scare, greed and hate

One through superstitious lore

Another with its might galore

One with vows of paradise

The other, for a worldly prize

Both with crafty humbleness

Derail the minds from Godliness

And such the power of their spell

That rooted minds can not expel

Their stick and carrot at its best

Has been the cause of all unrest
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So either side of the coin you chose

Heads or tails, you�re bound to lose

This toss up one can never win

No matter the times one may spin

Exceptions make you play the fool

Exceptions merely prove the rule.

It�s true that even God�s decree

Carries reward and penalty

But He gives liberty to think

To use the mind to swim or sink

For man is free to pick and choose

Sans neither force, nor lure, nor ruse
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There is a conduct to abide

A code that doesn�t cause divide

With love and help and care for all

As bywords forever to recall

The differences in man to man

And those we see in clan to clan

When teamed in a healthy blend

Will offset the satanic trend

The reason all are not the same

Is like we give a distinct name

Where every human, big or small

Answers to a different call
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So too did He designate

Every gene a special trait

And when these aptitudes combine

Men will touch the heights sublime.

There�s the tale of the lame and blind

Who with their assets combined

Enabled to sate the needs of each

When the high hung fruit they reach.

If tolerance, and not vengeance be

The rule of each society

Differences, nor distances

Will be the cause of grievances
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Then mind-sets will no value hold

Then Satan lose his stranglehold.

The arrogance of natal breed

Negates the Justice God decreed

When man or race is deemed as great

Either in faith or a nation state

There�s an air of superiority

Resulting in unhealthy disparity

Faith or state is the work of man

Subservient to the devil�s plan

Attempts to marry them by force

Is sure prescription for divorce
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States are formed for body control

And faith is manna for the soul

State is for the life on earth

And all its troubles or its mirth

Are but for the earthly role

While Afterlife is for the soul.

Even the atheists cannot deny

The fact that mortal man will die

When soon it will be just too late

For any man to undo fate.

�Love thy neighbour�, a common decree

Has more to it than the eye may see



For when a neighbour is no threat

There is no cause to fear or fret

When much like the domino effect

In peace will all on earth connect

And each with a different attribute

To a lasting peace will contribute

No man over man will dominate

Nor a nation another subjugate

War will be a fiction word

Complex a hazy term unheard

Such beatitude we�ll only know

If in that spirit of love we grow.
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We learn from random hurt and cure

These facts of life one must endure

None can claim he�s error free

Replete are pages of history

But rise from every fall we can

For that�s the forte of each man.

Yet often who in judgment sit

In righteousness deem it fit

To sentence any felon caught

Who to their august court is brought

Were they to delve into their past

Their conscience would be left aghast
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To find a Mr. Hyde within

Uglier than the victim�s sin

They fight the criminal not the crime

For such is the tutored paradigm.

There are those who air the news

With vested aims, and vested views

In subtle ways they misrelate

The Satan�s will they propagate

They mould the facts to a theme

Consistent with the devil�s scheme

The mass with neither time nor facts

Believe the findings press redacts
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As gullible most people be

Accept in what they read and see

Thus truth is blocked by media wall

Like voices drown in a waterfall.

Questions I often ask of me

Why with God this apathy

Why in fetters on earth we dwell

Why for the body, the soul we sell

Why on earth a constant strife

In utter neglect of Afterlife

Unheeding deathless eternity

In error we feed mortality.
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Stop a while O�wretched man

Ponder a bit on the Makers Plan

This sojourn will end for sure

Like it did for those before

Haven�t we seen the ruins galore

Of mighty men from days of yore

Like the river of time must flow

Generations too must come and go

Neither the coming was our intent

Nor the going can we prevent

There is one world God had made

One creed for all he had declared
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Which we in faiths and states divide

Then heap unholy fratricide

Love should be for world not land

United as one we must stand

What folly it is to believe

Contrary the thoughts we conceive

The paradox prevalent now

That war will usher peace somehow

It�s ever been, will ever be

Violence will trigger enmity

And periods of peace in history

Are lulls till next hostility.
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Religions in their purest form

Mandate empathy as the norm

And those that otherwise profess

Manifest ungodliness.

Extremists when in faith they hide

Are hypocrites personified

However virtuous they may seem

Are wardens of the Satan�s scheme

Depriving one from Will Divine

Through lure, sham, or ill-design

It is the devil at its best

Where man fails the human test.
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Can one destroy what one didn�t make

A thing not yours, how can you take

Even the life on earth we live

Is not for us to take or give

None can claim sanction Divine

To another�s faith or creed malign

All the Seers that came to preach

Sans force the Word of God did teach

Coercion was a later mode

Of those who chose to spread the code

Their interest was to hold in sway

Any who dared to breakaway
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To curb in man that Godly gift

Whereby he wouldn�t think and sift

Though some have tried but in vain

To know the Essence in the main

For such is the Nature of the Lord

Why man has never found accord

How a thing that you design

In turn its maker can define

No human mind can be sure

That God is this, and nothing more

For He exists in all He made

But apart, like a tree from shade
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Inherent each His Attribute

Diverse, yet One Absolute

The artist separate from his art

Essentially must remain its part

It�s from the work that he creates

Is how his talent permeates

So too God has left His signs

In everything that He designs.

Great men know, they do not know

And to the limits of mind they bow

Didn�t Einstein in his works admit

No man can know the Infinite
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And Socrates when asked, said so

I know nothing, that�s what I know

Knowledge it is that makes one great

And humbleness a scholars trait

Thus men who revere humility

Are dearest to God The Almighty

There only can be arrogance

Where men are steeped in ignorance

This arrogance is at its peak

When knowledge is both scant and weak

For he is stubbornly vehement

Who first has lost the argument.
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Invisible though the mind remains

It�s known by progress man attains

Then why when Nature�s work is clear

Oftentimes there�s doubt somewhere

Why then God we can�t conceive

Why in God we can�t believe?

All the faiths that time has seen

Are like the parts of one machine

Each is right, yet each is flawed

For where there is rift, there is no God.

So while the paths may many be

There is One God The Almighty
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And thus one goal, if we but see

So why on roads we disagree

For much as the goal we strive to reach

There is One source for creatures each

Did not the Satan lose his place

On boasting of a better race

Thus all who pose as high in class

Will suffer the same coup de grace.

We need to come to grips with life

To ease this senseless rueful strife

But if His Mercy you desire

The foremost that we must acquire
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Is to others you should never do

Things that are averse to you

Just like the outer we beautify

The inner we need to purify.

The earth that we proudly trek

Is not for us to raze or wreck

Inherited not from those now gone

But borrowed from them not yet born

So we in earnest are honour bound

To leave it better than what we found.

No one in life must you oppress

Nor succumb yourself to much distress
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Both theses are acts of cowardice

Where the essence of life you�ll miss

For time will pass and so will you

when regrets will have no value

Some answers we can never find

However much we tax our mind

Is there a Creator of it all?

One who various names we call

Wherefrom we came, do we know

Where when dead, we will go

Do we control the Universe

The cycle of things, can we reverse



These are thoughts I leave you with

�Is Afterlife a man made myth�



Significant

Others
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INSIGHT

Not every day I roll a six

Nor daily do I weep or sigh

Existence is a complex mix

Of phases low and high

Night without a ray of light

Can never be explained

Life would be a rueful plight

If death was not ordained

Thus by opposites alone

The world is understood

How we learn of things unknown

Perceive the bad and good

Analogies do help us some

They give a broad outline

But profundity can only come

When opposites we will define
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NATURE TEACHES

Have you ever wondered why

The bright and lovely flowers sway

Spreading their fragrance to and fro

Till comes their time to wither and die

For those dainty petals to blow away

To a place unknown, where they must go

Yet in the short moments of spring

It seems they only dance and sing

To give to all a gift divine

Sweeter than the sweetest wine

So learn from them you wretched man

In your springtime, your life span
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HERE AND HEREAFTER

If departure causes none to grieve

And all are happy as you leave

Be sure that hell will lie your way

As to life on earth you call a day

This is a sober thought my friend

For those who try and comprehend

But those who flout this thought as light

For them in store is a sorry plight

If one could only heed to this

Both Earth and Heaven will be a bliss

So fill your life with love and care

For all with whom this earth you share

That when you go, you leave behind

Much tearful eyes, much prayers kind

If this be so, then as one dies

The angels lead him to Paradise.
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TO GIVE IS DIVINE

We gather with an endless want

A greed that seems unquenched

Aware, but that does never daunt

Of the day when all is wrenched

We only give of what we get

If we would but perceive

A fact that most of us forget

There�s naught we didn�t receive

So give when it is yours to give

It glorifies the soul

Life is then a joy to live

And death a welcome goal
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BEYOND SELF

As much as you care

For your very own

If some you�d share

With those unknown

The bliss and pleasure

From such a chore

Is a lasting treasure

For now and evermore

�Cause one is commitment

In worldly ways

One soul contentment

That God repays
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ROAD TO EUREKA

Enwombed, the little embryo

Clueless of what it doesn�t know

Contently cuddled, warm and snug

In disbelief would surely shrug

Description of an outside world

Where countless wonders lie unfurled

Mountains, valleys, oceans all

Seas and lakes, both big and small

Expansive deserts, endless plains

Varying seasons, vibrant rains

Verdant orchards, towering trees

Insects, animals, birds and bees

Blooms in myriads scent and hue

Celestial orbs afloat in blue

Wind and breeze that play in jest

Tides that never seem to rest
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Foods and drinks it never saw

Sights and sounds, you gasp in awe

All Nature�s gifts on Mother Earth,

Alas! unseen before its birth

And whilst we know all this as true

The foetus cannot share the view

Likewise the earthlings do respond

To a better finer world beyond

Restricted by the human eye

�Hereafter� is too far a cry.

Lost in the lure of transient maze

Eyes can�t pierce the mundane haze

Seers, nor Saints, nor Scriptures can

Change perceptions of mortal man

Yet these may help if one would train

To look into another domain

For what the �eye� may fail to find

The �I� must seek it through the mind.



AFTERLIFE ADORNED

Must I strive to construct

While some with zest destruct?

This is my constant plight

That who is really right

Him who toils to make

Or he who loves to break?

Maybe this quid pro quo

Was planned to be like so

Where some would fain create

While some just annihilate

That each endowed a skill

Must do the nature�s will

No one may lapse or shirk

It�s how the world must work!
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Caught in this impasse

Amidst the daily farce

I wondered what to do

But couldn�t find a clue

It boggled me no end

This failure to comprehend

When as a last resort

Dear God I did exhort

To help in this dismay

By showing such a way

That left no forks to choose

No shades that would confuse

When suddenly I hear

A voice inside so clear

In answer to my call

Which I do here recall
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The word so manifest

For all in East or West

To follow and abide

No matter how the ride

�Cause righteous acts will be

A hard and rough journey

The voice went on to stress

That those who dare transgress

Will burn in lasting fire

When from this earth retire

No one would intercede

Nor rationale serve the need

For things unfairly done

For wrongs that hurt someone

Just he who holds his course

Would never feel remorse
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For each unto his own

Must for his deeds atone

Of all the things decreed

The foremost act or deed

The best that I could note

In simplest words I quote,

�Unto others you must never do

Acts averse to you�.
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TIME WAITS NOT

As aimless drifters through the years

I age as one of a herd

Trekking unsure of road or goal

Yet find it not absurd

Indifferent to each other�s needs

Queued thoughtlessly in pursuit

Tailing him who�s front of me

Who himself knows not the route

So is the case with most of us

Where the blind is led by the blind

It�s how the stage for doom is set

As man plays god to his kind



Like all travelers of this life

I trudge into nowhere

And soon I know my time will come

To lag, as the rest disappear

Alone at last I would reflect

How life I might have spent

But nothing then would change the past

As much I may repent

There are but few who alter course

To seek more noble roads

Who toil alone till sunset brings

The most Heavenly abodes
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What wisdom did these few possess

What vision held them firm

What faith it was that made them tread

Where weaker hearts would squirm

It is an arduous task for sure

To swim against the tide

But all the hazards can be waived

When truth takes on as guide

The time to ponder is here and now

To stop and take a stock

For once the present turns to past

None can turn back the clock



WHY SATAN REBELLED?

In grim compassion

A crimson flow

Guides my pen

Through bloody trails

And eerie wails

From wanton oppression

Of misery and woe

By men on men

Rampant depravity

In a fanatic fit

Of blatant villainy

Stirring a carnage

A dinning rampage

Of vandal barbarity

In a sickly exhibit

Of sordid tyranny
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Hung by a breath

The teeming humanity

In a living hell

Bide their time

For the moment sublime

When the angel of death

From an act of pity

Will sound the knell

But query he might

The judgement of Lord

Millenniums ago

When time began

The advent of man

And the solemn rite

Of bidding by God

For angels to bow
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And I too wonder

If this be true

As God�s decree

That man is best

From all His rest

When kill and plunder

Is what I view

Wherever I see.



THE VOICE OF CONSCIENCE

The still small voice that lurks within

Beckons to honour, if one would listen

How long this forlorn state will last

How long will future forge the past

Is there a virtue you care to cite

Is there someone who nursed your plight

Who around you stretched out a hand

Who spared some time to understand

The aspirations that blossomed not

The thousand deaths that fell your lot

So how much more the wanton oppression

By callous tyrants in endless succession

While the weary mass as if in a spell

Condemned to bide this living hell

Enslaved by unknown fear they tread

Like nightly shadows in the city of dead
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This thoughtless race to wealth and fame

Can neither fruit nor earn acclaim

Illusive is the road you see

But toped in pseudo fantasy

With eager strides you cleave away

Then find your life in disarray

For ever you can�t play the blind

No more may body rein the mind

Your tired self must need to rest

From wasted love and venal quest

Seek not the sins of a youth no more

Nor dream the dreams that turned eyesore
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Recall the city with lights so bright

That hid the darkness of the night

Thus conned into the fancy maze

Your efforts were a wild goose chase

And such is your soul if you reflect

From all the years of gross neglect

This wretchedness has but a choice

The solemn, silent, wordless voice

That rings a bell so very loud

To stifle the clangor of the crowd

So heed to it, for you may still

Put back on earth the Nature�s Will

A Will that promised peace on land

If only man would understand



THE CAIN SYNDROME

Every day that passes by

Adds on to my despair

Driving me to query why

The senseless hue and cry

And tortures I must bear

Till comes my time to die

Oft my spirits seem to dip

But somehow I cling on

Threaded to a sinking ship

A faint and nervous grip

Hopeful that some Paragon

Will hold me if I slip
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I know that every caste and creed

Calls into the space above

As I so often plead

In all my hours of need

Praying for a little love

Secure that God will heed

Thus I suffered day and night

To find Its Haloed name

And now with more insight

I learnt all names are right

�Cause all the faiths proclaim

A One, The Greatest Might
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Then why is good so scarce

Why peoples live in hate

Why race should envy race

And wars are commonplace

Why man must relegate

His kind to such disgrace

Or may be it�s just me

Who ponders long and deep

For others seemingly

Are blind to what I see

Content to be like sheep

Perpetuating history



CHANCE OF A LIFETIME

If you make a blunder

And things go asunder

You�re truly down and under

Do not lose heart

Nor break apart

For you can always restart

Hope my friend must egg you on

And if this mantle you were to don

You shall see success reborn

But if despair enters your mind

It won�t be long ere you find

Staring straight into an alley blind
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So keep your goals loud and clear

Of failure let there be no fear

And soon enough you would be there

Where God and his angels bid you be

Where shall be held a ceremony

Where men are crowned for honesty

It is that kingdom you must yearn

Where all will go turn by turn

Where Heaven lies, and Hell doth burn

But choice for either, you�ll have none

And God will tell you how you�ve done

In your stay on earth, a wee eon
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This short sojourn, the life on earth

With all its laughter, all its mirth

Whatever else it may be worth

Is surely not just eat and sleep

Nor follow patterns like the sheep

For as you sow, so shall you reap

Enjoy you must its moments all

Winter, summer, spring or fall

With fun and frolic, dance and ball

But if you keep to levels par

And temperance be your guiding star

No goal you set, is goal too far
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For life is serious and fun too

It�s both play, and work to do

And a blend of both is best for you

The two cannot be set apart

As it is with the horse and cart

Their placement though is a work of art

The challenges that come your way

Are there, but never long to stay

So brush them aside like yesterday

And march on boldly with humble pride

As this would surely turn all tide

For God you�ll find will be your guide
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It may take long for the ice to break

�Cause triumphs are never a piece of cake

And on this route men shiver and shake

The lesser mortals may give up too

Losing their goals mid way through

Then rut through life in endless rue

But first and foremost in your mind

Must rest a love for all mankind

And love you know is often blind

So shun not those who lowly seem

For they too are a part of the scheme

That forms the whole of God�s regime



NOT WITHOUT HOPE

Must we wait a whole lifetime?

Or may be more

To bear this torturous gruesome slime

That never before

Has shrunk this man, once sublime

Once demure

To stage dissembling plays of mime

For chants encore

Imperceptibly gulled by a masquerade

Of false decor

Beguiled by the dinning devil�s charade

This human gore

Treks like sheep in a heathen parade

With a esprit-de-corps

Reducing mankind to the lowly grade

Of a cuspidor
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The monkey myth, a common theme

A mere folklore

Is nothing more than a hopeful dream

To reassure

That evil, no matter how extreme

If we ignore

Will lose, and truth shall reign supreme

By some detour

Naively duped by such sophistry

In full furor

Canting like fanatics in a fealty

Possessed to the core

Excelling each other in bigotry

Sadly unsure

Of the day when Lord, the Almighty

Will settle score
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Is there no one who cares at all?

A Toreador

With love for life, to stand up tall

And deplore

The scummy flow of a waterfall

A steady downpour

That�s cloned the people, big and small

To ways ordure

For blinded by the serpent�s spell

The mind immure

Entranced in pledge with Jezebel

As one obdure

We wear a mask, a cloak, a shell

So insecure

To trek a hapless course to hell

How immature!
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There must a silver lining be

A cynosure

A beacon we shall clearly see

Some semaphore

When man will know his destiny

And abjure

This senseless route to misery

A road obscure

�Cause we do know, this life divine

Has one tenure

And soon we�ll reach the end of line

Like those before

Where all that now we prize so fine

Will be no more

Where just our love, our deeds benign

Bring sinecure



GOD SAYS

Whenever you are uptight

Whenever luck is slight

Your friends take to flight

And despair is in sight

Look up to ME says HE

And I shall solace thee

When evils abound

Your ship runs aground

With vulture to hound

No hope can be found

Dispel what you fear

�Cause I am always near
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When the path seems hazy

And the brain goes dazy

You�re dejected and lazy

The world thinks you crazy

To Me turn your thought

And all evil shall be naught

When near ones depart

Your life is rent apart

You�re back to the start

To live you�ve no heart

To Me if you are true

No harm will come to you.
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When goals recede

There�s no chance to succeed

And you know indeed

That you have to concede

To get out of your lurch

It�s Me you must search

When you�re bold and straight

Duplicity you hate

Honesty be your trait

With humility innate

Seek and you shall find

That I�m always kind
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When power you�ve humbled

And the mightiest tumbled

All evil you�ve crumbled

While yourself never stumbled

If you just stop to see

It�s all because of Me

When you�re a great name

All bathed in fame

Ahead in every game

The world you can tame

If humility be your trait

I�ll make you more great
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When Kings to you bow

And riches from you flow

Your life is all aglow

Amidst a saintly halo

It�s a gift that �I� give

To those who care to live

When men from far and wide

In you, come and confide

If you hark with no pride

And be their honest guide

Be sure you fit my plan

�Cause that�s why I made man



NOT EVEN I AM MINE

Not even I am mine

Yet I brag about

Of things without,

A car, a house

A child, a spouse

All items bought

All gifts I got

Of post and rank

And cash in bank

Of caste and creed

Of life indeed

Although I know

All this will go

And fall in line

On the deadline

To a call divine

For even I�m not mine
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Then why neglect

Or fail to reflect

On how, when or why

Of moments gone by

The times cherished

The events relished

Once close to heart

Now just a part

Of a faint memory

Drowned in history

That played its role

To the ultimate goal

Where all things fine

By need consign

To a fate condign

For even I�m not mine
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Unbeknownst to me

It did but flee

Lost to the wild

My time as a child

And quietly unseen

I entered the teen

A period of quest

Of learning and test

Refreshing abandon

When all of a sudden

Without a clue

Before I knew

My life pristine

Without a whine

To adulthood align

For even I�m not mine
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�Twas rich for sure

An age mature

So much to choose

Rife with avenues

The world at my feet

It felt so sweet

That season of youth

My moment of truth

Most happy and gay

Was there to stay

But like before

It was no more

That time benign

Sans a sign

Did soon decline

For even I�m not mine
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An era of grace

Was now in place

Experience in store

Confidence galore

I was at my best

Riding the crest

A station forever

That none could sever

Little did I know

It couldn�t be so

For time moved on

And soon it was gone

Where all resign

To the grand design

With no repine

For even I�m not mine
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Now freed at last

From a toilsome past

Mellowed with years

Exempt from fears

No points to prove

Nor mounts to move

Just sit and bask

Was all my task

For once assured

In leisure inured

I soon forgot

What time had taught

That all sunshine

Would come to pine

On a day destine

For I�m not mine.






